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Abstract—The unified logical effort (ULE) model for delay eval-
uation and minimization in paths composed of CMOS logic gates
and resistive wires is presented. The method provides conditions for
timing optimization while overcoming the limitations of standard
logical effort (LE) in the presence of interconnects. The condition
for optimal gate sizing in a logic path with long wires is also pre-
sented. This condition is achieved when the delay component due
to the gate input capacitance is equal to the delay component due to
the effective output resistance of the gate. The ULE delay model uni-
fies the problems of gate sizing and repeater insertion: In the case of
negligible interconnect, the ULE method converges to standard LE
optimization, yielding tapered gate sizes. In the case of long wires,
the solution converges toward uniform sizing of gates and repeaters.
The technique is applied to various types of logic paths to demon-
strate the influence of wire length, gate type, and technology.

Index Terms—Delay minimization, interconnect, logical effort
(LE), power.

I. INTRODUCTION

T IMING MODELING and optimization are fundamental
tasks in digital circuit design. The method of logical ef-

fort (LE) was first proposed by Sutherland et al. [1], [2] for the
fast evaluation and optimization of delay in CMOS logic paths
[see Fig. 1(a)]. The technique has since been adopted as a basis
for several computer-aided-design (CAD) tools, thanks to the
simplicity and elegance of the model. The optimization rule of
LE, however, only addresses logic gates and does not consider
on-chip wires. As VLSI circuits continue to scale, the contribu-
tion of wires to the delay increases and cannot be neglected. The
useful LE rule that path delay is minimum when the efforts of
each of the stages are equal breaks down, because interconnects
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Fig. 1. Cascaded strings of logic gates. (a) LE optimization for gates without
wires is based on equal stage efforts, e.g., � � � � � . (b) In the case of gates
with wires, the rule of equal effort breaks down due to fixed wire parameters.

have fixed capacitances which do not correlate with the charac-
teristics of the gates [see Fig. 1(b)]. The same issue arises when
arbitrary fan-outs and fixed branch loads are present in the cir-
cuit structure. This behavior is described by the authors of the
LE method as “one of the most dissatisfying limitations of log-
ical effort” [3].

The objective of this paper is to develop a simple method
for minimizing delays in logic paths containing both gates and
interconnect, including any fan-out loads. Currently, timing
optimization is typically treated separately in two scenarios:
1) logic gates without wires (using the standard LE method) and
2) long wires without logic (using repeater insertion [5]). We
introduce the unified LE (ULE) method for the delay evaluation
and optimization of logic paths with general logic gates and

wires. ULE treats a broad scope of design problems with a
single analytic model, combining logic and interconnect delay
optimization.

This paper is composed of the following sections. Related
work is surveyed and discussed in Section II. The ULE model is
developed in Section III. Timing optimization based on the ULE
model referring to resistive and capacitive wires is presented in
Section IV. A condition for optimal gate sizing in logic paths
with wires is also described in Section IV, which provides an
intuitive approach to the problem, namely, that the delay com-
ponent due to the gate capacitance is equal to the delay com-
ponent due to the effective resistance of the gate. Examples of
ULE optimization are presented in Section V. The convergence
of the model to existing optimization techniques is shown for
specific cases. Gate sizing by ULE for long wires is analyzed
in Section VI. Simulation results of benchmark circuits are pre-
sented in Section VII, comparing ULE optimization with the
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results of an industrial CAD tool optimizer. A discussion of ad-
vanced design constraints and the applicability of ULE is pre-
sented in Section VIII. Finally, a summary of the paper as well
as topics for future research are provided in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Research has been developed to increase the accuracy of the
LE model by considering I/O coupling and ramp input effects
[9], as well as internodal charge and deep-submicrometer ef-
fects [10]. While increasing the accuracy of the LE method
for logic gate delays, the research described in these papers
does not address the issue of interconnects. In [11], the LE
model is extended to relate transistor size to the speed and en-
ergy consumption of circuits without considering the wires
among the gates. An optimization methodology using LE is pro-
posed in [12] for logic blocks driving interconnects with uni-
form and nonuniform repeaters. This paper, however, does not
address sizing in the presence of interconnects between the logic
gates.

Traditional timing optimization procedures have been devel-
oped assuming capacitive interconnects [13]–[15], focusing on
optimally tapered buffers. In [16] and [17], the wire capacitance
between the gates is assumed to be correlated to the gate size,
resulting in a fixed tapering factor similar to the LE model.
In [15], local interconnect capacitances are considered to be
independent of the gate size, and the optimization process is
based on constant capacitance-to-current ratio tapering. In order
to accurately consider resistive interconnects, post-routing de-
sign steps have been added, involving wire segmentation and
repeater insertion [5]–[8], [12]. These optimization techniques
include equal sizing and spacing of the repeaters [5], as well as
tapering the repeater size and wire segments [12]. Most of these
techniques for timing optimization in interconnects have been
developed independent of the LE model, focusing on inverters
as repeaters (or buffers) driving long wires rather than on gen-
eral logic paths with wire segments.

The LE delay expression has been combined with the Elmore
delay model [21] in [18], [19], and [24]. The combined model is
used in [18] and [19] for optimal wire segmentation with general
logic gates rather than repeaters. The work described in these
publications, however, does not consider optimal gate sizing.
The authors of [24] use the combined delay model to derive the
optimal number and size of equally spaced uniform buffers for
insertion into long wires. None of these previous publications,
however, provides a general method for logic gate size optimiza-
tion for circuit speed in the presence of an interconnect. This
topic in circuit optimization is addressed in this paper, covering
logic circuits with both capacitive and resistive interconnect seg-
ments including arbitrary branch fan-out.

III. DELAY MODEL OF LOGIC GATES WITH WIRES

The LE model is modified here to include the interconnect
delay. This change is achieved by extending the gate LE delay
by the wire delay, establishing the ULE model.

A circuit comprising logic gates and wires is shown in Fig. 2.
The interconnect is represented by a -model. Following [20],

Fig. 2. Cascaded logic gates with resistive–capacitive interconnect.

the Elmore delay model [21] is used to describe the wire delay.
The total combined delay expression is

(1)

where is the effective output resistance of the gate , is
the parasitic output capacitance of gate , and are the
wire capacitance and resistance of segment , respectively, and

is the input capacitance of gate .
This expression is rewritten, similar to [18], [19], and [24],

by introducing the delay of a minimum-sized inverter as a tech-
nology constant , where and are the output
resistance and input capacitance of a minimum sized inverter,
respectively

(2)

The stage delay, normalized with respect to a minimum in-
verter delay , is expressed in LE terms

(3)

where is the LE related to the gate
topology, is the electrical effort describing the
drive capability, and is the delay factor
of the parasitic impedance. The capacitance and resistance of the
gate are related to the scaling factor as , and

, respectively.
The capacitive interconnect effort and resistive intercon-

nect effort are, respectively

(4)

(5)

As shown in (4), expresses the influence of the wire ca-
pacitance on the electrical effort of the gate. The component
in (5) is the delay of the loaded wire in terms of the gate delay

. The component is technology specific.
The final expression of the ULE delay for a single stage is

(6)

The ULE delay expression for an -stage logic path with
wires is

(7)
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Fig. 3. Delay components in characterizing ULE for long wires.

Note that in the case of short wires, the resistance of the
wire may be neglected, eliminating and leaving only the ca-
pacitive interconnect effort in the expression. When the wire
impedance along the logic path is negligible, the extended delay
expression reduces to the standard LE delay equation.

IV. DELAY MINIMIZATION USING ULE

As a first step in the path delay optimization process, con-
sider a two-stage portion of a logic path with wires (as shown in
Fig. 2). The ULE expression of the total delay is

(8)

Substituting into (8) in the presence of a
resistive interconnect, the delay can be expressed in terms of

as

(9)

The condition for optimal gate sizing is determined by
equating the derivative of the delay with respect to the gate size
to zero (see [4] for derivation details)

(10)

For a logic path without wires , the op-
timum condition of ULE (10) converges to the optimum condi-
tion of LE [1]: .

To provide an intuitive interpretation of the expression, the
expression can be rewritten by multiplying by and using
the relationships , , and

. The resulting optimum condition is

(11)

The meaning of (11) is that the optimum size of gate
is achieved when the delay component due
to the gate capacitance is equal to the delay component

due to the effective resistance of the gate. Note
that the wire parameters and are considered fixed when
deriving this intuition for gate sizing.

A schematic model describing the related delay components
is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the other delay components

are indepen-
dent of the size of gate and do not influence the optimum
size. Also note that, in the presence of wires, the condition for
minimum path delay does not correspond to equal delay or equal
effort at every stage along the path.

The optimum condition (11) can be further developed for any
gate based on the characteristic that the total delay is the sum
of the upstream and downstream delay components

(12)

Thus, when the total delay is minimum, the sum of the differ-
ential of the delay components with respect to the sizing factor

is equated to 0

(13)

(14)

The solution of (14) provides an expression for the optimal
sizing factor

(15)

When is substituted into the expression in (11), a general
optimum condition can be determined

(16)

An intuitive interpretation of (16) is that the minimum delay
is achieved when the downstream delay component (due to )
and the upstream delay component (due to ) of an optimally
sized gate are both equal to the geometric mean of the upstream
and downstream delays that would be obtained if the gate (with
LE ) is arbitrarily sized

(17)

The dependence of the delay on the sizing factor is exem-
plified in Fig. 4. Observe that choosing sizing factors different
from will increase the delay. The total delay comprises
four components: the constant delays and

and the variable delays
and that are dependent on the

sizing factor . The value of the sizing factor is deter-
mined by the intersection of the three curves , , and
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Fig. 4. Dependence of delay on the sizing factor (for a NAND gate with � �

��� �m, � � � mm, � � � , and � � ��� ).

, as described in (17) and shown in
Fig. 4.

The drive ability of a gate is related to the size of the gate and
can be represented by a ratio of input capacitances [1]. The op-
timum condition in (10) can be rewritten to develop an expres-
sion for the input capacitance of each gate based on the ULE
model

(18)

Note that the first part of the resulting expression is similar
to the condition described by the LE model for a path of iden-
tical gates. The second component expresses the influence of
the interconnect capacitance. The last component is related to
the resistance of the wire and the difference among the indi-
vidual LEs (types of logic gates) along the path. The expression
in (18) illustrates the quadratic relationship between the size of
the neighboring gates. The gate size based on ULE can be deter-
mined by solving a set of polynomial expressions for the
gates along the path. The expressions of optimal ULE sizing are
extended to include fixed side branches and multiple fan-outs in
Section VIII.

In order to simplify the solution, a relaxation method can be
used. The technique is based on an iterative calculation along the
path while applying the optimum conditions [4]. Each capaci-
tance along the path is iteratively replaced by the capacitance
determined from applying the optimum expression (18) to two
neighboring logic gates.

Fig. 5. Optimization of ULE sizing (normalized with respect to� ) for a chain
of nine NAND gates with equal wire segments for a variety of lengths. For zero
wire length, the solution converges to LE optimization. For long wires, the
solution converges to a fixed size � . The parameters of a 65-nm CMOS
process include � � ���� � and � � ���� fF. Intermediate wires: � �

��� ���m and 	 � ���� fF��m. Global wires: � � ���� ���m and
	 � ��	
 fF��m.

V. EXAMPLE LOGIC PATHS

The ULE technique is applied to two example logic paths to
demonstrate the properties of gate sizing. Parameters from [22]
are used for a 65-nm CMOS technology. The first example logic
path is shown in Fig. 5 and consists of nine identical stages.
The input capacitance of the first and last gates are and

, respectively. The size of the logic gates along the path
is shown in Fig. 5 for several values of wire length between
stages. The solutions range between two limits (bold lines in
the plot): 1) For zero wire lengths, the solution converges to
LE optimization [1], and 2) for long wires, the gate size in the
middle stages of the path converges to a fixed value

(the dashed line) similar to repeater insertion methods [5],
[19]. The concept of equal optimal sizing for long wires is
explained in the following section.

A second example is shown in Fig. 6. The logic chain is sim-
ilar to the previous case, but the input and output gate capac-
itances are equal to ; hence, the total electrical effort

. In this case, no gate scaling is performed by LE in the
absence of wires. Note that the ULE optimization process pro-
vides a sizing solution for a variety of wire lengths: It satisfies
LE optimization (no scaling) in the case of zero wire length and
converges to a fixed size for long wires.

VI. ULE GATE SIZING FOR LONG WIRES

As described in the previous section, in the case of long wire
segments, the gate sizing optimization process converges to the
scale factor . This scale factor is independent of wire length
in the case of equal interconnect segments. In this section, the
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Fig. 6. Optimization of ULE sizing (normalized to � ) for a chain of NAND

gates with total electrical effort � � � and with equal wire segments for a
variety of lengths.

Fig. 7. Delay components of optimum ULE for long wires.

delay model of a logic gate with long wires is investigated in
terms of the optimal size.

When long wires are assumed, the impedances and
of (18) dominate the gate impedances. A schematic

model of this case is shown in Fig. 7.
The scale factor of a general gate can be derived from (15)

for the case of long wires

(19)

using the relationships and , where
and are the resistance and capacitance of the wire per unit

length and and are the length of the wires before and
after the logic gate , respectively. Note that the scale factor of
the gate in the case of long wires depends only upon the ratio of
the length of the adjacent wires.

A general optimum condition can be derived, similar to (16)

(20)

The meaning of (20) is that the minimum delay is achieved
when the downstream and upstream delay components of an
optimally sized gate are both equal to the geometric mean of
the upstream and downstream delays that would be obtained for
an arbitrary sized gate.

In the special case of equal wire segments, the capacitance
and resistance of all the segments are equal to and , re-
spectively. In this case, the scaling factor is independent of
the wire length, and (19) reduces to

(21)

Note that this expression can be used as an extension of the
basic repeater sizing equation, while the size can be determined
for any logic gate according to the LE. For the special case of
inverter-based repeater insertion (with a LE ), (21) reduces
to

(22)

This optimal sizing factor is the same as for optimal repeater
scaling [5]. In addition, similar to (20), the optimal sizing con-
dition for a repeater is

(23)

The best sizing of a repeater is achieved when the delay com-
ponent due to the repeater capacitance is equal to the
delay component due to the effective resistance of the
repeater.

The application of ULE to repeater insertion provides a solu-
tion to some specific design problems. Two examples are pre-
sented here.

Wire layout constraint: Given a wire of total length com-
prising two unequal segments of lengths and , the optimal
size of the repeater located between the segments is

(24)

Cell size constraint: Given a repeater of size dividing a
wire of total length into two segments, the optimal segment
lengths and are related by

(25)

VII. COMPARISON WITH BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

ULE optimization is verified by comparison with the results
of the Cadence Virtuoso Analog Optimizer [23], a commercial
numerical optimizer that uses a circuit simulator for delay mod-
eling. The Analog Optimizer uses the least square and C ver-
sion Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming numerical al-
gorithms to determine the value of the design variables that sat-
isfy specific design objectives. The optimal solution is achieved
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Fig. 8. Delay of a carry-lookahead adder for various wire segment lengths after
gate size optimization by LE, ULE, and Analog Optimizer (AO). Each pair
of adder stages is interconnected by a wire segment in a 65-nm CMOS tech-
nology. For short wires, all methods yield the same results. For longer wires,
LE becomes increasingly inaccurate while ULE optimization is comparable to
the numerical results obtained by the Analog Optimizer.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL RUN TIME OF ANALOG OPTIMIZER AND

ULE FOR VARIOUS NUMBERS OF STAGES IN A RIPPLE-CARRY ADDER

by detecting the sensitivity of the expression to each design vari-
able, iteratively changing the variables and performing circuit
simulations. The numerical methods in the Analog Optimizer
can be used to satisfy a variety of design specifications. In this
paper, minimum delay is the design goal. The design variable
used by Analog Optimizer is the size of the gates along the
critical path. Two circuits are considered: 1) a 4-b carry-looka-
head adder and 2) a 4-b ripple-carry adder, designed for 65-nm
CMOS technology [22]. The critical paths in both circuits are
optimized according to (18) for different interstage wire lengths.
The ULE results are compared with the results of the Analog
Optimizer tool.

A comparison of the resulting delay, evaluated by circuit sim-
ulation, is shown in Fig. 8. The delay after ULE optimization
is close to the results achieved by the Analog Optimizer tool
(within 9%), while the standard LE technique becomes increas-
ingly inaccurate as the wire lengths grow.

The low complexity and efficient computational time of
ULE makes the algorithm a competitive alternative for inte-
gration into electronic design automation (EDA) toolsets that
optimize complex logic structures with interconnect. The ULE
and Analog Optimizer are compared in zero in terms of the
computational run time as a function of the length of the logic
path. Both techniques are used to optimize the critical path in a
ripple-carry adder with a varying number of full adder stages.
Note that the run time of the Analog Optimizer is orders of
magnitude longer than the ULE run time, as listed in Table I.

Fig. 9. Logic path segment including �� interconnect and two branches. �
and � are the resistance and capacitance of the branch wires, respectively, and
� is the fan-out load capacitance.

VIII. ULE OPTIMIZATION IN PATHS WITH BRANCHES

ULE optimization can be extended to address the general de-
sign case where the logic path may include branches or gates
with multiple fan-out. The extended delay model is exemplified
by the circuit shown in Fig. 9, defining a theoretical framework
for delay minimization in circuits with side branches and mul-
tiple fan-out. The circuit shows the general structure containing
a side branch with interconnect and/or a fan-out load with
arbitrary capacitance. A similar circuit can be used to extend the
LE model [1], [2] using only a capacitive load at the branch.

The ULE expression of the total delay of stages and
containing branches and fan-outs can be written, similarly to (9),
as

(26)

where is the minimum inverter delay.
The ULE condition for gate sizing is determined by equating

the derivative of the delay with respect to the gate size to zero

(27)

The branch wire resistance is not a part of the optimum
condition since the resistance is not along the path where the
Elmore delay is calculated. Note that in those circuits without
multiple fan-out or branch interconnects, this general ULE con-
dition for gate sizing converges to (10).
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Fig. 10. Equivalent circuit with the effective branch and fan-out capacitances
� and � in parallel with the path capacitances.

By applying (27) to each gate on the path in an iterative pro-
cedure, (19) can replaced by

(28)

From the relationship ; an intuitive interpre-
tation of the optimum condition can be derived similar to (11)

(29)

The load of the side branches is represented by and
. These capacitances are the effective capacitive load of the

branch wires and fan-out gates shown in Fig. 10. Note that the
resistances and of the wires on the fan-out branches do
not affect the Elmore delay of the path.

These ULE optimum expressions can be generalized for any
combination of side branch wires and fan-out gates by deter-
mining the total effective capacitance of the fan-out branches
for each stage of the path

(30)

where and are the number of branch wires and fan-out
gates in a path stage, respectively. The general ULE conditions
for gate sizing are determined from (30) similar to (27), (28),
and (29)

(31)

(32)

(33)

Note that in those circuits without multiple fan-out gates or
branch interconnects, these general ULE conditions for gate
sizing converges to (10), (11), and (18).

IX. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Delay minimization in logic paths with wires is an important
issue in the high complexity integrated circuit design process.
The interconnect is a dominant factor in performance driven cir-
cuits and must be explicitly considered throughout the design
process. The characteristics of the wires are not correlated with
those of the gates, making the standard LE model highly inac-
curate. In fact, gate sizing in the presence of interconnects does
not correspond to equal effort of all of the stages along a path.

The ULE method is proposed for the delay evaluation and
minimization of logic paths with general gates and wires.
The ULE method provides conditions to achieve minimum
delay. Optimal gate sizing in logic paths with wires is achieved
when the delay component due to the gate capacitance is equal to
the delay component due to the effective resistance of the gate.
The ULE method converges to the standard LE when the wire re-
sistance and capacitance are negligible. Gate sizing determined
by the proposed ULE method makes ULE suitable for both
manual calculations and integration into existing EDA tools.

ULE optimization is compared with the industrial Analog
Optimizer tool, showing close agreement in terms of delay.
Thanks to the simplicity of the delay model, the computational
run time of ULE optimization is several orders of magnitude
lower than the example industrial tool. This enhanced efficiency
with similar accuracy demonstrates the high potential of ULE
for integration into EDA tools.

The ULE method can be combined with known heuristics for
buffer and repeater insertion. This combination is effective due
to the fixed wire lengths dictated in many design flows. Further
research is required to develop solutions that combine simulta-
neous optimal gate sizing with wire segmentation.
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